A review of existing data on nucleus-nucleus collisions at Bevatron-Bevalac energies (few GeV /nucleon) is given to test to what extent such collisions can be carrpared to nucleonnucleon studies perfonred at NAL and ISR energies. Data are examined for such phenanena as limiting fragmentation, scaling, and factorization of cross-sections. A brief discussion of experiments-ei ther in progress or about to start, which bear on the question of testing high energy interaction models-is included.
particles and Fields meeting of the American Physical Society, held at Williamsburg, Virginia, Sept. 5 -7, 1974 I *Vbrk done under the auspices of the U. S. Atanic Energy Camri.ssion high-engery heavy ions began. This program has been multidisciplinary in nature, covering the areas of particle, muclear and astrophysics.
We will be concerned with sane of the possible contributions to particle physics of the program.
Chew(l) has suggested that studies of nucleus-nucleus collisions at energies of a few GeV /nucleon should yield infcnnation which would be useful for testing high energy m:Xlels. These m:xiels have previously been restricted to particles with baryon number 0 or 1. If this suggestion is correct, then high-energy heavy ions represents a new tool for studying such rrodels. ~ points should be kept in mind when considering Chew's suggestion-one concerning the energy scale in the interaction, and the other the "constituent" nature of the interacting systans. When testing high-energy m:xiels, one should be in the asyrrptotic energy region. This region can be defined by the energy of the system crnpared to the average energy of its low-lying resonances.
For nuclei at a few GeV/nucleCDll, one is well above the characteristic level spacings which are IV 10-100 MeV. HCMeVer, with hadrons, one IlUlst be at· nuch higher energies since the characteristic level spacings are of the order of a few GeV or so. SeCondly, data on hadron-hadron collisions at higher energies suggest a detailed constituent nature to hadrons. These are the so-called "quarks" or "partons" of various m:xiels. Nuclei clearly exhibit a "constituent',' nature, since they are CCT!p)sed of nucleons. By reviewing the existing data we attE!l1?t to see if there . are any similarities between nucleus-nucleus collisicns at a few GeV/nucleon and high-energy hadron-hadron collisions. (2) -1-
NUCLEUS-NUCLEUS COLLISlOOS AT A FEM GEV /NUCEION
Before turning to the data, it would be useful to list the present experimental pararreters which are available at the Bevatron/Bevalac facility. The Bevalac is a marriage of the SUperHILAC at Berkeley to the Bevatron. The SUperHII..AC operates as the injector of heavy ions, which are then accelerated in the Bevatron. Table I lists the ions which are or will be available along with expected beam intensities. The energies of the ions can be continuously varied fran 0. Figure 2 . The incident energy was 2.1 GeV/n. Figure 2a shows the m::manturn dl.stribution in the lal::x>ratory of all observed carbon isotopes. When these distributions are trans:-fonned to the projectile rest-frame, a majority of the distributi~ are observed to peak near zero rocmenturn. An exanple of this is shcJ..m in Figure 2b for l3c fragments. 'Ibis suggests that in the fragmentation process, fragments of the projectile are emitted with the same velocity as the projectile, and are well separated fran other processes. A study (4) of the fragmentation of 4He into p, d, 3 H , and 3He at a fixed lal::x>ratory angle of 2.5° also StIpIX>rts such a conclusion. In Figure 3a is shCMn the la1x>ratory m::m:mtum distribution of these fragmentation products. When these data are plotted versus the fragment rapidi ty, fragmentation peaks are seen centered on the rapidity of the incident projectile as shc:Mn in Figure 3b . The rapidity of the target is zeroJ,so there is a clear separation between target and projectile fragmentation regions, at these energies.
If limiting fragmentation is a valid concept for heavy-ion fragmentation processes it is expected that the fragmentation will. be indeperrlent of the energy anj of the target arployed. The fact that the shapes of the rocmenturn spectra observed in the fragmentation of l4N and l6b beams are independent of the target material supports this conclusion. We noN consider the results on pion production. (4) In Figure 6a the invariant cross section for negative pion production by protons with energies between 1.05 and 4.2 GeV is plotted versus the scaling
All of the data points are seen to lie on a . . 1
calun1versa curve, suggestmg that negat1ve 10C US1ve p10n spectra s . e even at 1 GeVi a sanewhat unexpected result. The production of negative pions by 1.05 and 2.1 GeV/n deuteron and alpha beams shONn in Figures6b and 6c also exhibit this premature scaling feature. As in the case of projectile . fragmentation, the shapes of the pion spectra are found to be independent of the target and consistent with an A 1/3 dependence for pion narenta > 1 GeV/c. (4), as shown in Figure 7 for 2.1 GeV/nucleon alphas.
An added similarity between high-energy nucleon-nucleon collisions and heavy-ion collisions involving leading particle effects is worth noting.
It has been kncMn for a long tirre that the process pp -+ p + x at high energies is characterized by a large quasi -elastic peak which is relatErl to the diffractive production of high mass states. (6) This process has -4 -its analog in nucleus-nucleus collisions as shown in Figure 8 for deuteron or alpha beams. In this exarrple, the analog of the high mass states of the proton are the highly excited levels of the nuclear target.
In the case shown in Figure 8 , A* represents either the particle stable or particle unstable states of the nuclear target. Both the alpha particle distribution shown in Figure 3a and the deuteron distribution seen in Figure 9 bears a strong resanblance to the high energy inclusive proton spectra. (6) It is interesting to speculate whether one can apply triple-Regge theory to such inclusive distributions in nucleus-nucleus collisions at Bevalac energies, since the data of Reference 4 indicates that the leading particle spectra are similar in shape to those observed in high energy pp collisions. An experiment (7) to test whether Regge phencm:mology is applicable to nucleus-nucleus collisions at Bevalac energies is presently being undertaken. correlations of particles in the projectile fragrrentation process can be studied. A prelimi~ run with a 0.87 GeV/n carbon beam was successful in dat'Onstrating that the streamer chamber techniques will be a powerful tool. for investigating nucleus-nucleus collisions.
-6 -CONCIlJSICNS Existing data on nucleus-nucleus collisions at 1-2 GeV/nucleon are found to exhibit many features in camon with high-~ nucleon-nucleon collisions. Further experlinental studies are under way to see if the similarities have a camon foundation. If they do, then high-energy heavy ions offer an additional way to study high-energy rrodels, and serve as a bridge that can connect ideas which have been used in nuclear physics and particle physics.
lt should be emphasized that the use of high-energy heavy ions to study high-energy interaction rrodels represents a small part of the research program with heavy ions at the Bevalac. This program covers the areas of nuclear, particle, and astra-physics as well as biology and medicine. to the form; a cr A , A is mass;of,target. The coefficient n is plotted versus momentum of the produced pion. -10-E '\J 10-100 MeV/nucleon ... ..
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